R6sum6. -Nous avons mesure la susceptibiiit6 d'un echantillon polycristallin de UN sous pression a ~o g TN hydrostatique jusqu'g 6 kbars. La temperature de NBel diminue au taux de -------a P --10~bar-I.
Compared to the other monopnictides (UP, UAs, USb, UBi) the magnetic properties of UN around its NCel temperature are recalling those of chromium (resistivity anomaly, small ordered moment : 0.75 p,, very small entropy at the transition). However UN has a normal magnetic structure and a Curie-Weiss behaviour at high temperature, so that both the localized and itinerant approach can be used. It thus appeared that the behaviour of UN under pressure should thread some light on which interpretation is the best one ; as a first experiment, we have measured the susceptibility under pressure.
Experimental. -The sintered sample of UN was already used for other measurements [2].
Magnetic measurements under pressure have been performed at the S .N .C .I., true hydrostatic pressure up to 6 kbar being obtained using helium as the transmitting medium. Fields up to 70 kG were produced by a superconducting coil and the magnetization was measured by the extraction method [3] . Data were taken with increasing temperature at constant pressure (isobaric magnetization). moments also take part to the conduction processes. Fig. 3 . -Reduced susceptibility of UN versus reduced temperaFrom this definition, it is clear that UN is an ture. itinerant antiferromagnet, since the very high electronic term of the specific heat Assuming a constant rate, T , extrapolates to zero for P = 100 kbar, which is surely an upper limit. For 1 this pressure, the relative volume change would only be 5 %.
:
We also observe on figure 1 that x ( T ) is linear X below TN ; the linear regime stop sharply and the 0.5-susceptibility is rather flat above.
4.
Discussion. -As a definition of band magnetism, we can take the following : band magnetism cannot be attained without the help of a narrow 5f band. We thus are lead to follow the band theoretical analysis of antiferromagnetism [4] .
The essential point of band antiferromagnetism is antif errornagnetism.
